From its start in Japan after World War II, the Quality Control Circle (Q.C.) approach to management and organizational operation evolved into what it is today: people doing similar work meeting regularly to identify, objectively analyze, and develop solutions to problems. The Q.C. approach meets Maslow's theory of motivation by inviting individuals to self-actualization activities that challenge their creative and developmental potential. Those closest to the problem become personally committed to the effective implementation of the solution. The Q.C. approach can and has worked where that was the genuine desire of all involved. In higher education, the wide variation in administration across the country allows the potential for Q.C. management in some selected institutions. At the public school level, Q.C. management has had successful results in the Special Education Department of the Muskegan, Michigan, school system. Eventually the Q.C. approach will be the wave of the future in administration. Attachments to the paper include a newspaper clipping, a list of elements essential to a successful Q.C. program, and a 47-item bibliography (MLF)
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Today, when the significant question surrounding education in the U.S. is how to solve problems of educational quality, it seems especially appropriate to look at a form of organizational operation and management that is by title and definition devoted to achieving the highest quality in its products--The Quality Control Circle.

The real question is: While quality control circles are being used with apparent success in much of private industry, can we apply the method with equally impressive effects on the quality and productivity of school operations?

In an effort to avoid an unequivocal "maybe" in response to the central question contained in the title of this paper, I would like to briefly review the history of the quality control circle (Q.C.) concept, define what it is, describe how it operates, and most importantly, explore why it works. Following this, I will examine the reasons for the successes and failures in past applications of the Q.C. concept in industry along with some conclusions in view of traditional administrative theory (theory X) as opposed to the well-developed Q.C. approach to administration. It seems to me that the Q.C. may well be the most comprehensively and completely developed model of participatory management theory in practice (theory Z administration). I will conclude with my views on the applicability of Q.C. in the school.

A Brief History

Prior to, and immediately following World War II, Japan found itself saddled with offering products internationally reputed to be of extremely inferior quality. As a nation which depends upon a strong export market for its very
survival, Japanese industry and government together made the improvement of its products in order to increase market attractiveness a top priority item. Through the auspices of General Douglas MacArthur, a government statistician by the name of William Edward Deming was invited to instruct the Japanese in applications of statistical analysis to measure product quality. Working through and with the Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers, this training was provided to production foremen throughout Japan. After receiving the training, the foremen shared their knowledge with their employees in an effort to sensitize the employees to the quality of their work and to ask that they join in the effort to improve product quality. From this start, the Q.C. movement evolved into what it is today: people doing similar work who meet regularly to identify, objectively analyze, and develop solutions to problems of mutual concern in the work-place. It is not a "fad", a "managerial technique" or a "quick fix"—it is a way of life based upon drawing fully on the human resources in the work-place.

If you were to ask for evidence that it really works, I would point out that Japan is now the third largest producer in the world, dominating a number of world markets previously led by the U. S. (e.g., personal electronics goods, steel, textiles, and others), and continues to thrive while the U. S. has been experiencing productivity declines, increased perceived alienation of workers from their jobs, and increasing labor costs. The American industrial machine, which has always been thought by many to be invincible, is clearly ailing. It was estimated in Business Week (1) that the competitive loss to America in recent years is $125 billion in reduced production and some 2 million lost jobs. In fact, Dr. Deming himself predicted back in the 1950's that Japan would surpass other countries in product quality and

progress within twenty years from then (2). His prediction is certainly being borne out in many important respects.

How Does a Q.C. Work?

With reference to the definition of the Q.C., above, (namely, people doing similar work who meet regularly to identify, objectively analyze, and develop solutions to problems of mutual concern in the workplace) the organizational structure and administration is designed to support the effectiveness of the workers who are closest to the problems in solving them. This implies administrators who can trust employees to act in good faith to work to achieve the company's and their own objectives for the mutual benefit of both.

First of all, joining a Q.C. is entirely voluntary on the employee's part. The Q.C. has a leader (often elected), and includes the supervisor (sometimes the leader, if acceptable and effective in that role within the Q.C.) as the representative of management. The Q.C. operates within a strictly observed code of conduct. For example, each member is expected to actively participate, feel free to express his ideas without fear of personal criticism, be respectful and supportive toward others, accept the idea that the work of the circle is a team project, and start and end meetings on time. It is noteworthy that the structure and activities of the Q.C. present great opportunity for personal involvement in concert with fellow employees in determining the solutions to all sorts of problems on the job that a manager far removed from the workplace may have difficulty in solving (product quality, for example), but excluding problems that must legitimately be dealt with by top management. Examples might be: establishing profit objectives, planning the budget, making marketing decisions and making decisions on

other problems far removed from the line worker that clearly cannot effec-
tively involve him.

Why Does It Work?

Basically it humanizes the work-place. A principal tenet of partic-
ipatory management is that, given opportunity to participate in developing
solutions to his work-related problems, a person thereby becomes personally
committed to the effective implementation of those solutions. Management
thus need not confront a problem so often faced in traditional organizations:
how to motivate the worker to do what you believe necessary to solve a problem.

Another tenet is: those closest to the problem are best able to solve it.
The Q.C. approach is indeed a whole new ball game!

When given the opportunity to participate in problem-solving decision mak-
ing, all employees are given the chance to become involved just as are the
managers, and become as highly motivated to solve problems and to be as effec-
tive as possible, for the same reasons. The most effective businesses have
always motivated their managers by providing the same kinds of opportunities
in doing their work as the Q.C. affords its members.

From the psychological point of view of meeting human needs, it can be
expected that a work situation that provides for meeting the greatest number
and level of needs will be highly valued by the employee. An organization
whose objectives and concerns are closely allied with the personal-professional
objectives and concerns of the employee can expect to enjoy a relationship
in which the employee is not an adversary, and where management is viewed as
a positive element in the world of work. The work-place is seen as a place
to which the worker is drawn, rather than a place to avoid.

Analysis of the Q.C. organization and operation illustrates its potential
power for achieving its objectives while simultaneously meeting the common
human needs of people as described by Abraham Maslow (3).

**Maslow's Theory of Motivation In a Nutshell**

People are motivated to do what is necessary and effective to meet their needs. Needs occur in a hierarchical order from lowest to highest. A lower level need must be satisfied before one will attend to a higher level need. There are two types of needs: Deficiency Needs, which can only be met with and through others; and, Growth Needs, which can be met on one's on volition.

**Growth Needs:**
- **HIGHEST**
  1. Self-actualization
  2. Knowledge and understanding
  3. Aesthetics

**Deficiency Needs:**
- **LOWEST**
  1. Physiological (sustaining life)
  2. Safety (security; freedom from threat)
  3. Love and belonging (Acceptance)
  4. Esteem (status)

The needs having first priority for being met are the lowest level needs, in the above occurring order. After the deficiency needs are met, only then is the individual able to be free to address growth needs.

The basic principle to be derived from this theory for application to employment and worker behavior, as I see it, is this: a worker will be attracted to, be most satisfied with, and value greatest those work situations that offer the greatest opportunity to meet the greatest number of needs at each level, from lowest to highest, which are experienced by the individual.

Through Q.C. activities, the worker's Physiological needs are met by providing for food, shelter, medical care, etc., through earning a salary.

Most traditionally administered organizations end their concern with worker

---

motivation at this point, believing that the money-motive is sufficient. Clearly, it is not.

Q.C. activities are free from threat and are seen as safe, since there is a strict code of conduct that provides for this basic need.

The Q.C. group meets the need for love and belonging. In the work-place this translates into being perceived as accepted by the group as a worthy colleague along with the naturally occurring positive social relationships that develop in working with others on a team dedicated to a common cause.

The need for esteem is met when the Q.C. member is seen as making a real contribution to problem solving efforts of the team. The Q.C. approach includes providing recognition and other rewards that meet esteem needs of the individual.

Beyond the deficiency needs, which are not being met in the workplace in the case of unhappy, unmotivated, disinterested, and/or work-alienated people, the Q.C. organization invites the person to self-actualization activities which challenge his creative and developmental potential. There are continuing opportunities for self-development and satisfying growth needs through educational and, often, recreational pursuits made available by the employer, in addition to those in the normal Q.C. activities. To illustrate the extent to which the growth need, aesthetics (defined in part in terms of applying universal moral principles in guiding one's behavior), is met in Q.C. organizations, it is commonly stated by Japanese Q.C. firms that they do not want to keep the Q.C. concept and its application to themselves since it is designed to benefit people, and all people should have access to it. Thus, they are quite free in offering the benefit of what they have learned to others.

Why do some Q.C. attempts succeed while others fail?

One over-riding prerequisite for successful Q.C. implementation is that
management must honestly subscribe to the philosophy that it represents (theory Z). If employees perceive through observing management's behavior that there is not a genuine and complete commitment to them and the Q.C. approach to organizational operation (theory X), then there cannot develop that essential affective bond that seems to overcome all difficulties. This bond has been described as a feeling of "family" among Q.C. employees, a feeling of "all for one and one for all." I recall reading in our local newspaper a couple of years ago about a sociological study conducted in regard to Japanese marital relationships. The article explained that typically, if the wife was jealous it was not of another woman but, the husband's employing company! Needless to say, that reflects the strength of the affective bond that can develop in the Q.C. organization.

Another reason why Q.C.'s don't succeed in some firms, even after good preparation through training programs, is that some employees simply don't fit into them. They may prefer to work alone, or to have a great deal of direction and structure in their work. In other words, some personality types would prefer to meet their needs in the traditionally administered bureaucratic organization, and find themselves dissatisfied with Q.C.'s. This spotlights the requirement in Q.C. organizations that Q.C. participation is strictly voluntary, and is not forced upon anyone. Again, the concern is to provide positive opportunities for each individual to meet his needs in the work-place. Refer to Attachment II for further information relevant to this point.

Is the Q.C. for education?

First, one might ask if, indeed, there is a problem with quality in American education as practiced today. For starters, read A Nation at Risk, and refer to Attachment I.
Some would argue that in many colleges and universities participatory management is already being practiced under the name of collegiality. For example, Richard P. Chait(4) feels that this form of management has long "... thriven on the American campus under the rubric of shared governance and collegiality." In a rejoinder to Chait, David A. Nichols(5) finds much fault with comparisons made by Chait between Q.C.'s and academic organization groups, such as academic departments and senates, and their modus operandi. Nichols points out that, "Individualistic chaos and departmental competition are all too common in our colleges and universities.", and, "Academic departments are not really quality circles. ... Departments frequently represent vested faculty interests rather than concern for quality of the educational product."

Further support for the idea that applying theory Z-types of management to the operation of academic institutions is likely to be difficult and perhaps unsuccessful, is expressed in another article by Nichols in the Chronicle of Higher Education(6) in which he enumerates five obstacles. These are, in short: American higher education management deceptively appears to be participatory, but really is not; there is lack of participatory-leadership models in higher education to offer guidance; faculty have inadequate experience in group decision making to arrive at a common consensus (which is not the same as politicking to produce a majority vote); confusion over who is responsible for quality; and, confusion over defining exactly what is the educational product. I believe there is wide variation in higher education administration across the country, and that this allows the potential for beginning establishment of Q.C. management in some selected institutions that are, or want to be,


compatible with it.

On the other hand, what about applying Q.C. management to the public schools? James A. Bonner(7) presents a strong case for Q.C. potential. In a recent telephone conversation with Dr. Bonner, he discussed the operation over the past two years of the Special Education Department of the Muskegan, Michigan school system. He is the department director, and has Q.C. management in place. His view is that it results in high morale, provides a needed sense of structure through which to effectively confront and solve problems, develops a sense of real teamwork, and results in the development of solutions that tend to last, as he put it.

Also in the Muskegan school system, I talked via telephone with Mr. Herman who is director of the Muskegan Skill Training Center, which is also organized and operated on the Q.C. model. Mr. was enthusiastic in his support of this form of management. He pointed out the it has enabled accomplishments that otherwise could not have been achieved by him through traditional management. Some examples he gave were: it is the catalyst for bringing the staff together, results in true commitment to the work as a team member, has produced high morale, has resulted in excellent intraorganizational communication, has engendered a very positive organizational climate, and has resulted in a real sense of respect [valuing?] for the administration.

Mr. points out another "plus"-- the program is producing workers who are well prepared to fit into similarly managed organizations.

Anecdotally, Mr. illustrated the pervasive effect upon employee motivation by reference to a problem a Q.C. identified-- a need for better public relations for the Center. It was decided to hold an "open House" for the

public. He found everyone throwing themselves into the project to make it a success, including his secretary who he found painting walls in jeans on the weekends. He stated unequivocally that he certainly couldn't have motivated them to do all that they did through any number of orders or directives. They were motivated to make it work because it was their own project.

Conclusion

The Q.C. approach to management and organizational operation can and has worked where that was the genuine desire of all involved.

It is not a "fad" or a "quick fix" management technique. Making it work takes total commitment from management, with preparation for all through training and education of those who want to be involved in participative management. James Bonner told me that it has been his experience that, while there is tremendous interest in the potential of Q.C.'s for application to educational organizations on the part of many with whom he has consulted, there has been little, if any, effort to implement the concept.

As one who can visualize the vast potential that Q.C.'s have for merging organizational and human objectives over a broad range, I predict that eventually it will prove to have been the wave of the future in administration. Educational administration, as it is taught today, is typically seen as a discipline in transition moving away from the old traditional bureaucratic model. Let us get on with the evolution of our discipline and make deliberate considered effort to further develop it. Let us stimulate interest, scholarship and research into this vital and fascinating area by focusing in on the quality control circle movement.
ATLANTA (AP) — More than 22 percent of those taking Georgia's teacher certification test fail on their first try. And blacks fail at a much higher rate than whites.

Figures contained in a state Department of Education five-year summary of scores on the Georgia Teacher Teaching Program indicate almost 5,000 of the 22,261 who have taken the test could not pass it on the first try.

The report was prepared for Gov. Joe Frank Harris' Education Review Commission.

Blacks fail the test at a dramatically higher ratio than whites with only 34 percent succeeding on the first try while 87 percent of whites passed initially.

"What's significant is that initially, 22 percent of those who graduate from college with a C average or better cannot pass a test of the content they're supposed to teach," said William Leach, director of teacher certification for the state education department.

"As you can see, there are a lot of people who learn on the job."

The disparity between blacks' and whites' scores is not unique to Georgia. In Florida, 70 percent of black teacher applicants fail the state's test, compared to less than 15 percent of whites. The story is similar in South Carolina and Mississippi.

"We don't think the test is racially discriminating; it is a discrimination of knowledge," said Sidney Neville of the education department.

"What we're feeling is the effects of deprivation from a segregated society, and you can't overcome that in four years."

"There certainly may be some bias, but with the kinds of results we're seeing, it can't just be that," Mark Musick of the Southern Regional Education Board said.

"We've been concerned about this for some time. But we have concluded that the tests are not going to go away just because large numbers of blacks are failing."

Elias Blake, president of predominantly black Clark College, said, "If there's any racial bias, it's in the differential quality of education that has been consistent for blacks in the region. But I'm not looking for any issue to hide behind. If people who are training to teach are passing this test, then Clark College students must pass it."
Attachment II.

Some Reasons Why Q.C.'s Don't Work

1. Negative employee feeling toward management, with active dislike common.

2. Unrealistic expectations and inadequate acceptance of Q.C.'s by management, accompanied by inept relations with employees.

3. Poor supervisory training, translating into ineffective groups leadership.

4. "Cold" management style of the Theory X type, which is incompatible with Q.C.'s (which are of Theory type) and participatory in nature.

Note: All above relate to problems of managers, not the Q.C. method and practice.

Elements Essential to a Successful Quality Circle Program

1. Management Commitment - at all levels.

2. Compatible Organizational Philosophy.

3. The Right of Employees to Participate or Not Participate.


5. Freedom of Members to Participate in Q.C.-Related Activities.

6. "Ownership" of Problem Solutions by Q.C. Members.

7. Code of Conduct to Operate By - to insure effective problem-solving oriented activity.


9. Organizational Structure of the Q.C. Fits Into the Overall Organizational Structure and Operations - it must be feasible within the operating framework of the larger organization. For example, the Q.C. leader might be the group supervisor.

10. Reward Q.C. Members - (Extrinsic and intrinsic).

11. Cost Commitment at the Outset - do it well, or don't start Q.C.'s.

12. Union Involvement - thorough preparation and participation of union personnel is critical.
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